Water Sensitive Urban Design
A resource kit for

Land development (subdivision)
Building and construction projects
Retrofit water sensitive urban design

The Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme (GBPS)
(Clause 56.04.7) requires water sensitive
planning for residential subdivisions, but
principles in this document can be applied
more broadly for innovative developers,
builders and residents.

About the Kit
Anyone undertaking a subdivision, construction project or home development must incorporate environmental protection measures. There are legislated
responsibilities (see p.11) and a community expectation that works will be appropriately managed.
This kit will help you with compliance and innovation
Developers, builders and those living in urban environments have an obligation to protect waterways.
The kit is divided into two sections
• Subdivisions (planning, design, construction and responsibilities)
• Building and moving in (planning, construction and occupancy)
City of Greater Bendigo Urban Stormwater Management Plan (USWMP)
The Bendigo Urban Stormwater Management Plan (USWMP) identifies many waterways as having high social, environmental and economic values the community
want to protect. This includes protecting beneficial uses by reducing the potential negative effects of development.

Protecting beneficial uses

The potential effects of development

Anyone undertaking works in the municipality has a
responsibility to protect downstream ‘beneficial uses’
of waterways. Beneficial uses include:
• waterways and aquatic wildlife
• water based recreation
• agricultural water supply
• fishing (including crustaceans, recreational and commercial)
• industrial water use

Subdivision, building and construction activities have the potential
to cause downstream flooding and pollution. These impacts have
been recognised by the community and a range of educational,
legislation and enforcement tools are in place to ensure new
developments protect beneficial uses. There are opportunities
during all phases of a development to improve outcomes for the
local and downstream environment.

City of Greater Bendigo is committed to assisting developers, builders and residents maintain a high level of compliance and innovation in urban
stormwater management.

Contents
Best practice can be incorporated
in: subdivision design and construction;
building design and construction; and
when the site becomes occupied.
This booklet provides supporting
information for each stage of the
development process.
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What is urban stormwater?
Rain that lands in a town is called urban stormwater. Urban stormwater flows, via the stormwater drainage system, into waterways including creeks and lakes.
Below is a comparison of the water cycle in a natural system and in a traditional designed town.

In a natural catchment water
system rain soaks into the
ground, is used by plants and
then flows into the waterways.

Natural catchment water system

In a traditional designed town
urban stormwater lands on
hard surfaces and travels via the
drainage system into waterways.
Pollution including soil, litter, oil
and autumn leaves is carried
by urban stormwater into
waterways.

Traditional urban stormwater management
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Part 1
Subdivisions

1

Part 1A: Planning

Preparing your development application
If you are planning to subdivide land there are a range of obligations you must meet. City of Greater Bendigo (CoGB) can help you achieve success whether you are
subdividing less than 3 lots, 3-59 lots or greater than 60 lots. This flow chart assists developers to achive compliance.

STEP

1

Decision to
subdivide
Familiarise yourself
with Greater Bendigo
Planning Scheme
obligations for
developments (p.18).

STEP

2

or

Develop a
subdivision concept

STEP

3

Preliminary concept
drawn on paper.

Pre-application discussion
Come in to the CoGB planning department
to discuss your proposal.

STEP

4

Discuss whether planning controls apply.

or

If so, discuss acceptability of your treatment/s
(if identified); or find out the treatment
options.

Vision easily described.

Move to Step 3.
Background information included in this booklet
STEP

5

STEP

6

Use checklist (p.7) to review if your application
appears compliant.
CoGB will determine if the conceptual design is
satisfactory.
If justification is made that WSUD treatment onsite is
not feasible or desirable CoGB will determine if an
alterative option is available.
Not satisfactory
CoGB will request further information or amended
design.
Satisfactory
CoGB may grant permit and set conditions.
Detailed drainage design
Permit conditions for subdivisions will include
requirement for a detailed drainage design.
This will include appropriate stormwater controls.
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What is urban stormwater? (p.1)
Water sensitive urban design (WSUD) (p.3)
Which WSUD options suit me? (p.4)
What WSUD options are there? (p.5)
Case studies (p.6)
Design checklists (p.7)
Stormwater regulations and requirements (p.11)

Submit conceptual design (Application)

STEP

7

Prepare conceptual
and/or detailed design
for application
Specialist assistance can help
develop a compliant and innovative
design.
Talk to CoGB or private
consultants:
• landscape architects
• open space planners
• stormwater specialists
• engineers
Useful contacts can be found
on page 18.

Construction
Undertake construction
in accordance with
approved plans.
Install and maintain
environment protection
measures as per your
Construction
Management Plan
(CMP) (p.10). The CMP
needs to be reviewed
during construction.

STEP

8

Inspections
CoGB and the
Environment Protection
Authority (EPA) will
monitor construction
sites to ensure it follows
your CMP and that your
CMP is appropriate for
the site conditions.

STEP

9

Release subdivision
A Statement of
Compliance will be
issued following preliminary
acceptance, if all other
permit conditions are
complied with.
A defects liability period
will follow.

Water sensitive urban design (WSUD)
Clause 56.07.4 in the Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme (GBPS) requires residential subdivisions to protect downstream waterways (see p.11). Water Sensitive Urban
Design (WSUD) is an efficient and effective way to meet these requirements.
WSUD protects water quality from urban development impacts. It reduces peak flows, uses water in the landscape and maintains a more natural water system. Pollution is
captured using litter traps, sediment traps, filtration and wetlands. The remaining clean water flows into the waterway.
Water sensitive elements can be included during project design and project construction. Rather than seeing water as a nuisance, WSUD recognises the value of water and
uses it onsite.
Permeable paving

Litter trap

Rain garden

Rainwater tank
Why use WSUD?
The opportunities are significant to:
• minimise environmental impacts
• capture and treat stormwater
• attract premium property prices
• increase amenity values, because it looks good
• reduce flooding and pollution
• recharge groundwater
• substitute potable water supplies
The risks of non-compliance are high because:
• there are financial penalties
• sediment ends up in downstream waterways
• it is expensive to correct mistakes
• it causes downstream flooding and pollution
• it is expensive to retrofit

Sediment pond

Wetland

Natural waterway

When planning your development contact CoGB early for help with innovation and compliance.
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Part 1B: Design

Which WSUD options suit me?
When choosing one or multiple water sensitive design components make sure you consider the costs, maintenance requirements and life expectancy, along with treatment
capabilities. It is important to understand the options that are appropriate either through research, by contacting CoGB or by seeking specialist advice.
Some options such as wetlands are not practical for small subdivisions, and likewise a rainwater tank is unlikely to meet the needs of a large subdivision. The following four
steps can help you decide on a WSUD that suits your site.

STEP 1: Talk to CoGB

STEP 3: Specialist advice

CoGB staff can discuss whether your proposal needs
specialist advice and what software model (see step 2) is
needed.

If you are not familiar with water sensitive options or
stormwater software programs, you may need to engage
a specialist. Specialists can provide information on design
options, costs, limitations, opportunities, capabilities and
maintenance requirements. They will have an understanding of
the effectiveness of each measure for treating water, removing
pollution and providing amenity.

CoGB can discuss opportunities and risks associated with
the WSUD options you are considering early in your
development planning process. Some infrastructure can
treat stormwater and be part of public open space. This
adds value to your development by using otherwise
unsuitable land for recreation.

STEP 2: Modelling
Option 1: Storm (for small subdivisions)

CoGB recommends you engage landscape architects as well
as engineers to ensure your development is functional,
aesthetically pleasing and economically successful.

For small subdivisions a program called STORM can be used to estimate the effectiveness of single or
combination design options. Some people can use this tool without needing to engage specialists.

STEP 4: CoGB review

There are a range of options to meet individual development needs. For instance, rainwater tanks come
in a range of shapes and sizes and can be located above ground, below ground, or semi recessed.
Internet resources can help you visualise and assess options. Page 5 has a summary of options available.

It is important that you understand the options and their
obligations recommended by a specialist. This can be achieved
through a conversation with CoGB.

Information about STORM can be found online at www.storm.melbournewater.com.au
If you do not believe it is feasible to install WSUD on your site, you must contact CoGB to discuss
whether an alterative options is available instead of onsite treatment.
Option 2: Music (for larger subdivisions)
For larger subdivisions onsite WSUD can be complex. The MUSIC program must be used to provide
detailed analysis of the water treatment system. It is recommended you engage a MUSIC specialist
consultant to design an integrated system for your subdivision. Information about MUSIC can be found
online at www.toolkit.net.au/tools/music
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You can contact CoGB Engineering and Public Space Unit
who may be able to assist with details of local stormwater and
stormwater modelling specialists.

What WSUD options are there?
Water sensitive urban design is a requirement on new residential subdivisions and is an effective way to prevent pollution of downstream waterways.
There are a range of options that may be used depending on your site. A summary of the most common WSUD options are provided below. More detail about design,
maintenance and costs can be found online, from stormwater specialists or with CoGB assistance (see p.18).

Sediment basin
Located downstream of
subdivision, prior to wetland
or waterway
Captures fine particles and
sediment
Reduces peak stormwater
flows

Retarding basin
Located within or at the end of
a subdivision
Reduces peak stormwater
flows
Benefits include public open
space (outside of flood
periods)

Vegetated swale
Located at the end of streets
or smaller subdivisions
Captures fine particles and
nutrients
Reduces peak stormwater
flows

Wetland
Located at the end of the subdivision
or in a natural depression
Captures phosphorous, nitrogen
and fine particles
Reduces peak stormwater flows
Benefits include amenity, public
open space and increased
property values

Rainwater tank
Located on individual sites
Collects roof runoff
Provides temporary water
storage and non-potable water
source
Ideal for small subdivisions

Litter trap – exposed
Located at the end of streets or
the subdivision
Captures gross pollutants
Benefit includes it is easy to
monitor pollution volume and type

Litter trap – hidden
Located at the end of streets or
the subdivision
Captures gross pollutants
Benefit includes no amenity
impacts from seeing the pollution

Infiltration system
Located at street level
Captures fine or dissolved
particles and gross pollutants
Reduces peak stormwater
flows

Grassed swale drain
Located at street level
Captures nutrients
Reduces peak stormwater
flows

Rain garden
Located at street level
Captures nutrients and grass
pollutants
Reduces peak flows
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Case studies
Case study 1: Large subdivision

Case study 2: Small subdivision

Status: Currently under construction

Status: Complete

Size of subdivision: 700 lots

Size of subdivision: 6 lots

Evergreen Waters is designed on environmental principles that include water
sensitive urban design. A water treatment system runs parallel to Jobs Gully Creek
which is used as a landscaping open space feature. Many properties face towards
the water treatment system demonstrating the premier value of this system.

Water sensitive urban design principles are not restricted to large
subdivisions. Although many small scale developers request offset
arrangements, others have found it desirable, practical and stylish to
provide onsite water treatment. This subdivision has incorporated a
rain garden in the front yard and the developer met Clause 56
requirements for this site. It has also value added to the property
due to the high amenity values. A rock edging protects this rain
garden from accidental damage by vehicles.

The subdivision includes sediment basins, water treatment wetlands and retarding
basins which treat runoff prior to entering Jobs Gully Creek.
MUSIC software was used to ensure Clause 56.07.4 compliance.

STORM CALCULATIONS (indicative for one lot)
Lot size = 750m2
Impervious area = 350m2
Rain garden size = 3m2
Storm rating: 115%
Water quality objectives achieved
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Design checklists
City of Greater Bendigo staff will assess your planning permit application Clause 56.07.4 compliance. The below checklists will help ensure you have provided sufficient
information with your application for conceptual and final designs. Contact CoGB if you are having trouble with any of these checks.

Conceptual design: Sufficient information

Final design checklist: Sufficient information
YES

Are the WSUD system plans included?
- enough information to enable CoGB to
assess the proposed system as adequate?
- type, location, area and depth of WSUD
treatment
- relationship between the development,
local drainage system, and WSUD system,
including run off routing
Is modelling (MUSIC or STORM) included?
Is flow (hydraulic) modelling included?
Is a Construction Management Plan included?
Are management arrangements for the
system included?
- maintenance responsibilities, requirements
and indicative costs
- asset handover arrangements, including
defect liability and time frames

NO
- seek help

YES

NO
- seek help

Is the design deliverable?
- hydraulic functionality (e.g. flow routing and capacity, downstream
drainage system impacts)
- WSUD treatment size relative to catchment
- space requirements (impacts on open space and landscaping)
- structural issues (e.g. WSUD impact on nearby roads/buildings)
- public safety (e.g. batter slopes, step downs, access to water)
- maintenance requirements (e.g. access for staff/machinery, slope)
Is the flow modelling consistent with the submitted plans?
Is the stormwater quality model consistent with the submitted plans?
Have appropriate parameters been used in the stormwater quality model?
Is the drainage/WSUD plan consistent with the other plans (e.g. site layout or
landscaping plans) submitted?
Does the design meet Clause 56.07 requirements?
Reduction in annual urban loads
- 80% total suspended solids
- 45% total nitrogen
- 45% total phosphorous
- 70% gross pollutants
Are discharges for 1.5 year Annual Recurrence Interval (ARI) maintained at
pre-development levels?
Does the design satisfactorily provide every lot with drainage?
Does the design comply with all council-specific guidelines/requirements?
Does the Construction Management Plan satisfy Clause 56.08 and adequately
protect the WSUD and environment from construction impacts?
Are the management arrangements for maintenance and handover of the
WSUD system described?
Are all conditions required by referral authorities satisfied?
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Part 1C - Construction management planning

Construction management planning
Your subdivision application must describe site management prior to and during construction. A Construction Management Plan (CMP) (GBPS Clause 56.08) (see p.11)
must be submitted to meet requirements and reduce the environmental impacts of your proposed development. The focus is on preventing the movement of sediment,
building materials and waste into the drainage system and downstream waterways. A template is provided on page 10. The site should be inspected regularly during
construction to ensure compliance with the CMP (see p.10) and government regulations (see p.11).

Site illustration
A Construction Management Plan should include a diagram or illustration showing the type and location of temporary water sensitive solutions to be used. An example is
show below.
Sediment pond

Jute matting
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Vegetation protection

Sediment fence

Protective fencing

Grass lining

Sediment sausage

Toilet

Water tank

Creek protection

Some temporary water sensitive solutions
A range of temporary water sensitive solutions are available to reduce erosion and sediment runoff, dust, chemical contamination, vegetation protection and waste
management during construction and development of subdivisions.
See further information on page 18 for links to details on the options, use, maintenance and effectiveness of temporary water sensitive solutions.

Sediment fence
Directs water flow to points of
discharge (do not use inline)
Captures sediment
Cost from $2/m

Sediment sausage – in natural
waterway
Pinned in place in soft channels
Captures sediment
Filters water
Cost from $1 each

Sediment sausage – in urban drain
Weighted to remain in hard
lined channels (may move in
floods so regular monitoring
needed)
Captures sediment
Filters water
Cost from $1 each

Jute matting
Rolled out and pinned over
exposed soil. Excellent for
stabilising slopes
Reduces dust, weeds, erosion.
Captures sediment
Cost from $1/m2

Native grass straw bales
Inline filtration alternative to
sediment sausages
Protects infrastructure and
waterways from waste and
sedimentation
Captures sediment
Filters water
Cost from $10 each

Crushed rock
Poured to 100mm in main
roadways or access points
Stabilises driveways during
construction. Reduces erosion
and mud
Captures sediment
Cost from $30/m3

Protective fencing
Installed around assets or to
restrict site access
Reduces soil disturbance
Captures litter
Cost from $9/m for three
month hire

Sediment pond
Installed downslope of main
construction. Can be filled in
after construction or used as
site asset (WSUD)
Captures: sediment and peak
water flows
Cost from $1,000+

Catch drain
Located at lot or street level
Directs water flow
Prevents sediment movement
across assets
Cost: lining if required

Toilet and tank
Situated away from waterways
Prevents wastewater contamination
Reuses water for toilet flushing
Cost: tank from $1,000 and
toilet from $30/week if hired
* Cost estimates exclude installation labour
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Construction Management Plan template
The CMP for your project can follow the style of this template. A large poster print can be displayed on the construction site for all workers and sub-contractors to follow.
Section 1C - Construction Management Plan: Template
You can copy this format or download an editable version from www.bendigo.vic.gov.au/Environment/Water
Significant site environmental assets
*
*
Management (name and phone details)
Contact 1:
Staging of works
ph
ph
Contact 2:
ph
Communication
Informing residents
ph
ph
Inspections and maintenance Associated documents
ph
ph
Noise
Requirement: Minimise noise generation. Follow EPA and
council approved working hours
Working hours
Noise
Other
minimisation
methods

Site CMP A1 Plan (1) – Types and Locations of Environmental Protection Measures
Project Name
Date and Revision:

Dust
Requirement: Minimise health risk or amenity loss
Minimising dust
Contingencies
Dust suppression

Other

Erosion and Sediment
Requirement: Prevent mud on footpaths and roads, and
sediment-laden water entering drainage or waterways
Drainage
Sediment traps
Dewatering
Management
Soil stabilisation:
During construction
Post construction

Stockpile
protection

Vehicle and
management

road

Waste
Requirement: Contain waste onsite before appropriate disposal.
Waste generation minimise
Movement of soil Waste storage & Waste minimisation
offsite
disposal
methods
Chemicals
Standard: Practices to ensure no spills.
Storage

Refuelling
procedures

Spill management

Significant
flora/fauna
Requirement: Flora and fauna adjacent to or
on or site must be protected.
Details:

Archaeological
/Heritage
Requirement: Places, sites
significance must be protected
Details:

Other issues
and

objects

of

I have read this Construction Management Plan and agree to undertake works and ensure sub-contractors undertake works in accordance with this plan
Developer ________________________ (name) ____________________________ (sign) ___________________________ (date)
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(Print to A3)
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Part 1D - Regulations and responsibilities

Regulations and responsibilities
There are legislative responsibilities to protect the environment, through effective planning, development and handover. Failure to comply with these requirements can result in
• a permit application being refused; or
• sanctions up to $6000 for works under construction; or
• prosecution for offenders.

Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme (GBPS)
The GBPS sets out principles for land use and development in Victoria. This includes clauses to protect waterways.
• Integrated water management (Clause 56.07)
• Urban runoff management objectives (Clause 56.07.4)
• Site management (Clause 56.08)
Developers must prepare a construction management plan to protect: the site; drainage infrastructure; local environment; public health; and waterways, from degradation as
a result of construction.

City of Greater Bendigo Local Planning Policy Framework (LPPF)
Developments must comply with Local Planning Policy Framework (LPPF) which forms part of the GBPS in the design and construction of subdivisions and buildings.
There are a number of policies relating to urban stormwater management.
• Development at the urban – forest interface (LPPF 22.01)
• Salinity and erosion risk (LPPF 22.04)
• Environment (LPPF 21.08)
• Infrastructure (LPPF 21.09)

Environment Protection Act (The Act)
The Act prohibits the discharge of waste from industrial or commercial activities (including sediment during construction activities).

State Environment Protection Policy (SEPP) – Waters of Victoria
Anyone undertaking works must protect downstream ‘beneficial uses’ of waterways.

Works on Waterways
Those planning to undertake works or activities along the banks and/or bed of a designated waterway require a licence from North Central Catchment
Management Authority.
Page 18 provides information on where to obtain copies of these regulations.
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Part 2
Building and Moving in
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Part 2A: Planning

Part 2B: Construction

House design

Responsibilities

Water sensitive urban design principles

Water sensitive urban design must be continued during the construction phase
of a development. This includes incorporating water reuse and treatment onsite.

There are opportunities to incorporate water sensitive principles into building and
landscaping design. This includes incorporating water reuse and treatment onsite.
Effective building design and site layout can reuse water onsite and minimise
waterway pollution.

Your building project should include infrastructure to prevent waste, sediment
or building materials leaving the site and to protect environmental assets and
downstream waterways.

Requirements

Regulations

There are legislative responsibilities to protect the environment which can be
achieved through appropriate development. Failure to comply with these
requirements can result in:

There are legislative responsibilities to protect the environment during construction.

• a building permit application being refused; or
• sanctions up to $6000 for works under construction; or
• prosecution for offenders.

City of Greater Bendigo has a statutory responsibility to enforce local laws to
protect the environment. Local Law 11 was developed to ensure environmental
protection during building projects.
There is a community expectation that the local environment is protected.

Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme (GBPS)

CoGB Local Law11: Protection of Public Assets and Control of Building Sites

Clause 54 within the GBPS relates to appropriate house constructions.
Clause 54.03. 04 relates to water sensitive urban design for a home site.

Building work must minimise sediment, mud and rock loss onto roads or
footpaths. Pollution, including builder’s waste, must not be discharged offsite or
into the stormwater system.

Permeability objectives (Clause 54.03. 04)
• A residential block must have at least 20% permeable area.

Failure to comply with CoGB Local Law 11 can result in an infringement notice
or penalty.

Page 18 provides information on where to obtain copies of these regulations.

Page 18 provides information on where to obtain copies of these regulations.
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Building site plan
During construction the site should be maintained using a range of temporary water sensitive solutions. A site plan or illustration can assist builders and sub-contractors to
follow best practice. Regular inspection of solutions should be undertaken, with maintenance performed where needed.
The site plan below will help you develop a construction site management plan, which prevents pollution, including builder waste, from being discharged offsite.

Building site compliance means:
• waste lost to roads in minimised
• no pollution discharged offsite or into stormwater system
• all measures are in good working condition
Diversion drain
(or use sediment fence)
• located upslope of works
• lined with geotextile or
jute fabric

Temporary down pipe
• installed on each roof downpipe
• diverted to suitable location

Temporary rainwater tank

Dust fence

• connected to roof
• used for onsite washing

• installed where block is
exposed to wind

Protective fencing
• installed around
vegetation

Toilet
• located on the site

Sediment fence
• installed parallel to exposed
soil/grass boundary
• directs water to appropriate
filter and exit point

Parking
• offsite

Jute matting, geotextile or grass

Stabilised drive

• on exposed slopes
• in diversion drains
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• on th main site
access

Stockpiles

Sediment sausage/filter

Temporary fencing

Site information

Rubbish bin

• protected by the sediment fence
• contained onsite

• around all drain inlets
• at the end of sediment fences

• around the site
perimeter

• includes site address
• includes builder’s details

• one per site
• litter contained onsite

Some temporary water sensitive solutions
A range of temporary water sensitive solutions are available to reduce erosion and sediment, runoff, dust, contamination, vegetation protection and waste management.

Sediment fence
Used within or around site
(not inline)
Directs water to discharge
point
Reduces erosion and sediment
Cost * from $2/m

Temporary down pipes
Used on each downpipe
Reduces mud
Directs water to grass or away
from walk/traffic areas
Cost * from $1/m
(approx. $40/site)

Geotextile fabric
Rolled out and pinned over
exposed soil.
Reduces dust, weeds, erosion.
Captures: sediment
Cost from $3/m

Temporary rainwater tank
Uses water onsite during
construction.
Reduces water use and mud
Cost * from $3,000

Bollards and tape
Used within or around the site.
Protects vegetation
Cost * from $2/m

Sediment sausage
Placed around street drains
Filters water
Cost from $1 each (unfilled)
Fencing
Used around building site
Restricts access
Captures litter
Cost from $9/m for three
months

Crushed rock
Use on site access drive
Prevents dust, clarifies site
access point, reduces mud.
Cost $30/m3

Toilet
One required onsite
Prevents sewage contamination
of waterway.
Cost from $30 a week hire

Sediment sausage – in urban
drain
Used in open street drains
Captures sediment
Filters water
Cost from $1 each (unfilled)

* Can be reused. Cost estimates exclude installation labour
See further information and contacts for more details on the options, use, maintenance and effectiveness of temporary water
sensitive solutions (p.18)

Rubbish bin
one required per site.
Contains: waste
Cost from $175 for six months
hire
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Part 2C - Occupation

Some permanent water sensitive measures for occupied sites
When the subdivisions and building construction are complete, ongoing site management ensures best practice water management. Contact CoGB or use web resources
to learn how to maintain or enhance your property.
For those moving into a traditionally designed subdivision, there are opportunities to retrofit the site to improve the environmental performance and reduce impacts downstream.Residents moving into WSUD subdivisions can maintain their property sustainably.
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Rain garden or frog pond
One per property
Reduces nutrients, gross pollution and peak
stormwater flows
Cost from $2,000

Infiltration garden
Beside driveways or carparks
Reduces gross pollutants and flooding
Cost from $5,000

Permeable pavers
For paved areas or driveways
Increases water absorption onsite
Reduces gross pollutants and flooding downstream
Cost from $150/m2 (paths) to $250/m2 (driveways)

Water tank
One or multiple on the property
Reduces peak stormwater flows
Reuse non-potable water for toilet flushing or
garden water
Cost from $3,000

Large rain gardens
Install instead of raised garden beds, especially
beside large concrete areas.
Reduces nutrients loss, gross pollution and
peak stormwater flows
Cost from $10,000

Water sensitive garden
Many can be installed on the property
Reduces evaporation, water use and runoff
Cost from $250

Part 3
Glossary and Further Information
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Glossary

Further information

Natural waterway

river, creek, lake, swamp or otherwise naturally
formed depression water conveyance

Urban Stormwater Best Practice Environmental Management Guidelines

Waterway

natural or man-made lake, creek, river or other
system for storing or moving water.

www.bendigo.vic.gov.au

Abbreviations
C56

GBPS Clause 56

CMP

Construction Management Plan

CoGB

City of Greater Bendigo

EPA

Environment Protection Authority (Victoria)

GBPS

Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme

LPPF

Local Planning Policy Framework

MUSIC

Model for Urban Stormwater Improvement
Conceptualisation - is used in the assessment
of WSUD systems.

SEPP

State Environment Protection Policy

STORM

Stormwater treatment effectiveness model for
small lot subdivisions

USWMP

Urban stormwater management plan

WSUD

Water Sensitive Urban Design

www.publish.csiro.au/pid/2190.htm

City of Greater Bendigo
City of Greater Bendigo LPPS

planningschemes.dpcd.vic.gov.au/greaterbendigo/home.html

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
www.epa.vic.gov.au

Clearwater

www.clearwater.asn.au
C56 Tool direct link with fact sheets, council guides, related resources
www.clearwater.asn.au/content/c56-tool
Clearwater events and training
www.clearwater.asn.au/events_and_training
Fact sheets at Clearwater – Clause 56
www.clearwater.asn.au/content/c56-fact-sheets
Rainwater tank
www.clearwater.asn.au/content/rain-tank-design-principles
Rain gardens
www.clearwater.asn.au/content/streetscape-raingarden-design-principles

Cooperative Research Centre for Water Sensitive Cities
www.watersensitivecities.org.au

Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme

Clause 56.07
planningschemes.dpcd.vic.gov.au/aavpp/56_07.pdf
Clause 56.08
planningschemes.dpcd.vic.gov.au/aavpp/56_08.pdf
Clause 54.03
planningschemes.dpcd.vic.gov.au/aavpp/54_03.pdf

STORM - Stormwater Treatment Effectiveness Model
(small lot subdivision assessments only)
www.storm.melbournewater.com.au

Document ID T2012.034.SaCC.CoGB.P1.Developer WSUD resource kit
Date: November 2012
Produced by Streets & Creeks Consulting on behalf of City of Greater Bendigo.

MUSIC

Model for Urban Stormwater Improvement Conceptualisation - is used in the
assessment of WSUD systems (this is a commercial product).
www.toolkit.net.au/tools/music

Northern Central Catchment Management Authority
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Works on Waterways Licence
www.nccma.vic.gov.au/Resources/Licence_and_Flood_Advice/Works_on_Waterways

Notes

City of Greater Bendigo
PO Box 733
Bendigo VICTORIA 3551
Ph (03) 5434 6000
Email info@bendigo.vic.gov.au
www. bendigo.vic.gov.au
PMS 1807 RED

PMS 432 GREY
PMS 142 GOLD

This project is supported by Greater Bendigo City Council, from funding under the Australian Government’s
Water for the Future initiative through the Strengthening Basin Communities program.

Disclaimer: This publication may be of assistance to you, but the City of Greater Bendigo, its employees,
consultants and contractors do not guarantee that the publication is without flaw of any kind or is wholly
appropriate for your particular purposes and therefore disclaims all liability for any error, loss or other
consequence which may arise from you relying on the information in this publication.

